Lineage reconstruction using CRISPR edited barcodes are becoming wide-spread and methods robust against noise are in need. Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithm is a robust distance based algorithm extensively used in phylogeny eld. NJ is also used for CRISPR-encoded-lineage (CEL) reconstruction with proper re-rooting since NJ is unrooted algorithm. However, we found NJ works without re-rooting for reconstructing CEL when the lineage contains multiple trees but not for a single tree. Examining why this is the case leads to the idea of depth metrics. The notion of depth metrics also naturally explains why Russell-Rao metric, previously found best metric for CEL reconstruction, works well. Furthermore, based on the probabilistic model of CEL, we constructed a new metric that performs better than Russell-Rao metric. We also propose inferring ancestral code during reconstruction instead of using a linkage method. These, together with Nearest-Neighbor-Interchange resulted in a new robust method for reconstructing CEL or tumor-cell-lineages which share same assumptions as CEL.
Introduction
Recent development of CRISPR technologies and single cell sequencing opened the possibility of reconstructing cell lineages using somatic mutations caused by CRISPR edits during development. However, a caveat of single cell sequencing is low sensitivity and this results in loss of information on CRISPR edits. Thus, it is imperative to have an algorithm that can reconstruct accurate lineage trees even when there are noise in inputs caused by substantial amount of missing values.
Neighbor Joining (NJ) [1] is the most widely used distance based tree reconstruction algorithm. It is also known to be robust against noise [2] . NJ is unrooted, so for application to CRISPR-coded lineage reconstruction, unedited (root) node has to be added to the input and the output has to be reordered so that the unedited node becomes the root (re-rooting). Although NJ is unrooted, the output of the algorithm is in a rooted format. We found that for inputs consisting with multiple independent trees, NJ delivers correct outputs without re-rooting. By investigating why this is the case, we found Q-matrix of NJ approximates depth matrix, which consists of the depth of least common ancestors, of the input tree when the input consists of multiple independent trees. Analogously, RussellRao metric [3] or SharedEdits metric [4] calculates approximate depth matrix when mutations are irreversible and the state of the root node (i.e. unedited for CRISPR-barcodes) is known.
Based on these ndings, we created a better bottom-up reconstruction method than the complete linkage method which was found to be best previously [4] by directly assigning inferred code to the new node representing parent of nodes being merged. Further, we calculated probabilistic structure when SharedEdits metric fails to faithfully approximate depth matrix and created an improved metric with less failure in the case of CRISPR-barcodes.
Finally, we implemented Nearest-Neighbor-Interchange (NNI) as a post-bottom-up-reconstruction renement of tree topology. These resulted in an accurate, fast and robust algorithm suitable for use in CRISPR-coded lineage reconstruction.
Results
Why does Neighbor-Joining without re-rooting work for multiple trees?
NJ is an algorithm which produces unrooted tree. For CRISPR encoded lineage reconstruction, we need to recover a rooted tree, root being unedited code. Although NJ is unrooted, the algorithm naturally produces rooted output.
Therefore, proper root node must be selected and node relationship (the parent-children relationship) has to be rearranged (re-rooting). When proper root state is known as in the case of CRISPR encoding (un-edited barcode) or tumor lineage (wild type sequence), the root state is included in the input and the output is re-rooted so that the node with the root state becomes the top (root) node. We noticed, however, that NJ outputs are correct even without re-rooting when multiple trees starting from unedited root nodes are included in the input (Fig.1A) . To see why this is the case, we plotted Q-transformed matrices (Fig.1B) and noticed that the diagonal location with the highest value, which corresponds to the top (root) node of the output, is dierent between single tree and multiple trees (Fig.1B) .The Q-transformation of distance between node i and j (d ij ) is d ij subtracted by average distances from i and j to all other nodes (a i and a j respectively) :
Where n is total number of nodes.) In the case of multi-tree case, the average distance from node i to all other nodes (a i ) can be rewritten as the sum of within tree and between tree components. When the number of trees are large, it converges to distance from root (R) and node i (d iR ) plus some constant since the rst term in eq.1 becomes small, the coecient of the second term (|k / ∈ tree(i)| / tree |tree|−2) becomes close to one, and the third term which can be rewritten as third and fourth terms in eq.2 (BL tree = k∈tree d Rk ) becomes constant since the fourth term becomes small (see Fig.1C ). (tree(i) indicates the subtree node i belongs to when the root is removed.)
Rewriting Q ij using this approximation and rewriting d iR as just e i , Q ij can be expressed as follows (see Fig.1D ):
, where LCA(i, j) is the least common ancestor of node i and node j. This means that the (i, j) element of the Q-matrix represents the depth of the least common ancestor of node i and j. (Deeper depth being smaller.) When i, j belongs to dierent trees, the least common ancestor is the root, so Q ij is close to −2Const and is larger than Q ij when i, j belongs to a same tree, since Q ij is the depth of the least common ancestor of node i, j which is always deeper than the root.
The NJ algorithm reconstructs a tree by iteratively merging the pair with lowest Q. With the above approximation, we can interpret this procedure as building a tree from its deepest part. This is why NJ correctly reconstruct rooted tree without re-rooting when input consists of (many) multiple trees. When input is a single tree or small number of multiple trees, this is not the case, so NJ does not output correctly rooted tree. In the next section, we will look in more detail at the quantity Q ij approximates: the depth of least common ancestor which we call Depth Matrix. 
Russell-Rao (SharedEdits) metrics is a Depth metric
In the previous section, we dened depth matrix of a tree, whose (i, j) element is the depth of the least common ancestor of node i and node j. Depth is a map from nodes to real number: i → d(i) that satises d(i) > d(j) when node i is an ancestor of node j (i.e. deeper the smaller). With this notation, depth matrix is a map from pairs of nodes (i, j) to real number: 
For Type1 (linear) tree, depth matrix has inverted L-shaped pattern when depth of node i is dened as negative branch length from root to node i ( Fig.2A) .
When we have a depth matrix of a tree, we can reconstruct the original tree from the matrix. 
, since least common ancestor of node k to any other nodes l should be same as the least common ancestor between node l and nodes i, j. This new matrix is a depth matrix of the tree where node i, j are replaced with node k, which has one less number of nodes. This procedure can be repeated until the number of nodes in the tree becomes one. n 1 edit number is overestimated by orange part). This can be seen in (B) right panel as well (0 ∼ 5 overestimation). When calculating metric between merged nodes (n 1 ) and other node (n 2 ), assigning shared edits of n 3 and n 4 to n 1 (denoted as n 1 ) can reduce the overestimation compared to complete linkage (which takes minimum SharedEdits of members). (D) Performances of code assignment and complete linkage are compared using the benchmark datasets used in [4] . Code assignment performs signicantly better (paired t-test). FN: False Negative, FP: False Positive.
We now call any metric of characters that (approximately) reproduces depth matrix of a tree a depth metric.
Russell-Rao metric (or SharedEdits metric as we expanded the denition to non-binary case and renamed in [4] )
calculate one minus the fraction of common characters, or in the case of CRISPR-encoding, one minus the fraction of shred edits. We note that the number of remaining units/targets (number of total units minus number of edited units) is a depth of the lineage tree if every cell cycle (tree branch) has at least one edit, as this number reduces along the depth. The shared edits of cell i and j is the edits of the least common ancestor of cells i, j except for those coincident edits acquired by cell i and j after their least common ancestor, which are infrequent by chance.
Therefore, SharedEdits metric is a depth metric (see Fig.2B ).
When reconstructing a tree using a metric in a bottom-up hierarchical manner, it is usually necessary to specify a linkage method, which species how to calculate metrics between merged node and other nodes from the values of leave nodes. Previously, we found complete linkage method, which takes the maximum of element-wise distances between clusters, performs the best. This corresponds to nding a leaf node with minimal shared edits in the merged cluster. We nd, however, that this can still overestimate the true values in some cases (see Fig.2C ). To overcome this, instead of using linkage method, we assign the shared edits of the nodes being merged as the code of the newly created node (Fig.2C ) and directly calculate SharedEdit distance between the new node and other nodes. When benchmarked against the set of input trees used in the previous study [4] , we found ancestral code assignment resulted in better error rates compared to complete linkage method (Fig.2D ).
In summary, we describe a notion of depth matrix, and show SharedEdits metrics works well for tree reconstruction because it closely approximates depth matrix. By examining linkage process, we found assigning shared edits code to ancestor improves the reconstruction accuracy.
Improved SharedEdits metric
SharedEdits metric approximates the depth matrix pretty well ( Fig.2B left, middle panels), however there are occasional underestimation of depth due to coincident edits ( Fig.2B right panel) . This can sometimes cause wrong order of reconstruction and result in error. To understand the nature of these ips, we calculated probability of swaps and ties between most closely related two pairs of nodes (3,4 vs. 2,4 in Fig.3A ). Since the edits of these nodes are inter-related, and we also need assume there is at least one edit from node 0 to node 1 (e 01 > 0), we need to integrate multinomial distribution of 5 variables (see Fig.3A right panel). We excluded e 01 = 0 cases because no metric can correctly assign depth in these cases and so these cases are irrelevant to metric performance. The resulting swaps and ties probabilities for SharedEdits metric ( Fig.3B top row) have peaks when expected number of edits is a little less than 2 indicating swaps and ties are more likely to happen when fewer new edits are possible.
However, the peak height is proportional to rate, likely because smaller edit rate yields smaller variability. We also observe higher number of edit outcomes (L) results in smaller swap/tie probabilities, likely because larger L results in less coincident edits. We also noticed that most of the swaps and ties are actually ties. For example, in the case of r = 0.1, L = 3, nU = 25, P (swap) = 0.00055 and P (tie) = 0.015, that is 96% is tie. To see whether other portions of the pair comparison (xz, xy in Fig.3A middle) can help in resolving the ties of SharedEdits (xx), we rst examined how the size of other parameters reect correct depth relationship (Fig.3B middle/bottom rows). The ip probabilities of xz does not depend on r nor L, and peak height is around 0.2, whereas those of xy were much higher. From these, we inferred xz may help in resolving some of the ties of xx.
In fact, the swaps/ties probabilities of random variable xx − 0.05xz is smaller than that of xx (Fig.3C) . Moreover, this metric also performed about 30% better than SharedEdits in actual reconstruction (Fig.3D ).
In summary, we can improve the performance of the SharedEdits metric by incorporating other components of the pairwise comparison.
Robust reconstruction
Because of the sensitivity issue of single cell assays, imperfect recovery of codes is a common problem of CRISPRencoded lineage tracing experiments or tumor lineage tracing. Therefore, it is imperative that any practical reconstruction algorithm is robust against missing codes. To make the current algorithm more robust, we implemented two additional steps. First, during the code assignment, we incorporate code inference when there are missing values (Fig.4A) . When one unit is edited and the other is missing (case 7,8 in Fig.4A ), we adapted the edited level as the level for merged node. Likelihood of this being correct depends on how many shared edits nodes i, j have.
It is more likely to have missing code when merging leaf nodes, which are likely to be deep in the tree, so they are usually more likely to have many shared edits. Moreover, even if this assignment is wrong (that is true values is 0; unedited), it is likely to be corrected at the next merging step. Alternatively, it may be useful to track the frequency of the levels being merged as in the case of FastTree [5] .
In addition to code inference, we also implemented Nearest Neighbor Interchange (NNI) as the post-reconstruction correction (Fig.4B) . For every internal node T , we rearrange its child nodes (1, 2) and sibling node (S) so that total distances within the subtree consisting of parent (P ) and grand parent (G) becomes minimal (Fig.4B) . s*s*s*s s*s*s*r*p s*s*s*r*q s*s*r*s s*s*r*r*p s*s*r*r*q s*r*p*s*s s*r*p*s*r*p s*r*p*s*r*q s*r*p*r*s s*r*p*r*r*p s*r*p*r*r*q s*r*q*s*s s*r*q*s*r*p s*r*q*s*r*q s*r*q*r*s s*r*q*r*r*p s*r*q*r*r*q r*s r*r*p r*r*q To see the performance of the resulting algorithm, we benchmarked several software packages against various input types with varying degree of code drops (from 0.1 ∼ 0.5) (Fig.4C) . Overall, the algorithm in the current study, which we named eLineage, performs the best. The xz correction introduced in the previous section helps in some cases such as Type1 depth 100 with high dropout rates. The NNI greatly improves error rate for the cases with code dropouts. The PHYLIP mix (which implements maximum parsimony algorithm) performs 2nd best. However, the execution time is more than 100 fold than other programs (Fig.Supp1A,B) However, the interpretation of what the Q-transformation does has not been straight-forward [6] . NJ is an algorithm that produces unrooted tree. Thus, for the application to CRISPR-code lineages, one needs to include the unedited (root) node in the input and then re-root the output tree so that the included unedited node becomes the top root node. However, we found that this re-rooting is not necessary for cases where many independent trees are included in the input. By asking why this is the case, we found that NJ for multiple trees calculates a depth matrix, (i,j) element of which is the depth of the least common ancestor of node i and j, depth being measured from the unedited root node. For single tree case, we can interpret Q-transform to calculate depth matrix from the node which represents the average of all nodes.
The formula (4) Q ij d ij − d iR − d jR + C gives rise to true depth matrix when d ij are true path length between node i and j. However, usually Hamming distance are used instead. In this case, using notation of Fig.3A middle panel, Q ij C + (xz 1 + xz 2 + xy) − (xz 1 + xx + xy) − (xz 2 + xx + xy) = C − 2(xx + 0.5xy). That is, Q with hamming distance has a correction term, 0.5xy, to the SharedEdits xx (when distance is normalized). The positive coecient is the correct direction considering the probabilistic behavior of xy swap/ties (Fig.3B bottom row) . We have evaluated this metric and found that it tends to fail to distinguish multiple trees, likely because the value of 0.5xy is often larger than xx at the top of each subtree (where no code inheritance, which contributes to xx, exists) and subverts the distance relationship determined by xx.
Russell-Rao (SharedEdits) metric are Depth metric
It is quite easy to understand that if one has a depth matrix of a tree or close approximation of it, then it is possible to reconstruct the tree accurately. The Russell-Rao metric or its expansion to non-binary case (SharedEdits) calculate number of commonly shared edits between two nodes. These shared edits are inherited from the least common ancestor of the two nodes except for the coincident edits. The number of total edits are depth if there are at least one edits between nodes. Therefore, Russell-Rao or SharedEdits metrics calculate depth matrix except for the factor contributed by coincident edits.
To evaluate the error in reconstruction caused by coincident edits, we calculated probability where depth is swapped or tied (Fig.3B top rows) for closest pairs with wide range of editing rate, number of units and number of edit outcomes. In general the swap/tie probabilities are very small (< 0.1, Fig.3B top) peaking when the average number of new edits is a little less than 2, likely representing the case when there is one coincident edits between node 1 and 2 (in Fig.3A) , and another between node 4 and 2.
Code assignment is better than complete linkage Previously we found complete linkage works best for Russell-Rao or SharedEdits metric for tree reconstruction [4] .
By knowing which value we want to estimate (the total edit number of least common ancestor), we realized that directly assigning shared edits to merged node reduces the eect of coincident edits compared to complete linkage (Fig.2C) . This in fact improved the reconstruction accuracy (Fig.2D ).
Improving SharedEdits metric by breaking tie
While calculating the probabilistic behavior of xx variable (Fig.3B top) , we also found that the swap/tie events were mostly tie events. In the case of r = 0.1, L = 3, nU = 25, 96% of events were tie. This is also consistent with the previous nding [4] . To see whether other variables xz, xy can break the tie, we rst calculated the probability that their size relationship is consistent with depth relationship (i.e. whether xz34 is smaller than xz24 in Fig.3A  left panel, etc. ). The results indicated that xz may be more useful since it has less swap/tie probability than xy or −xy. To see xz can break the ties, we evaluated the swap/tie probabilities of xx + 0.05xz (Fig.3C) . This was 11 variable multinomial integration (which took 1 hour for r = 0.1, L = 3, n = 1, 2, ..., 70, 100, 200, 400, 800 ) and so we did not exhaustively check for other rates and L's. The coecient 0.05 is to make the eect of xz only show up when xx is tied. Expected value of xz is nr(1 − r) ∼ nr when r is small and so when the average expected number of new edits are less than 20, 0.05xz would not change the depth relationship determined by xx.
The improvement by adding this tie-breaking term was subtle (~30%, Fig.3D ) but it was also observable in the case of reconstructing tree from codes with dropouts (Fig.4C ).
Robust tree reconstruction algorithm
Inadequate sensitivity is a common caveat of single cell experiments. This results in part of the code having missing values. To cope with this, we implemented code inference in the code assignment when two nodes are merged (Fig.4A ). This resulted in better performance against code drops compared to (standard) NJ or hierarchical clustering (Fig.4C,D , eLineage(w/o NNI)), however, FastTree2, which implements topological rearrangements based on maximum likelihood and Nearest Neighbor Interchange (NNI) after Neighbor-Joining phase performed even better (Fig.4C,D, FastTree2) . We, therefore, implemented NNI as a second phase of reconstruction (Fig.4B ). This resulted in further improvement in accuracy in the presence of code drops and resulting algorithm (eLineage) out-performed all other algorithms (Fig.4C,D, eLineage) .
Applicability to tumor lineage tracing
Although lineage reconstruction of tumor cells utilizes spontaneous mutations of genomic DNA as in the cases for molecular evolutionary phylogeny, the relatively short duration of tumor development and availability of numerous mutation sites (so called innite site assumption) allow us to assume that these mutations are xed, i.e. does not get overwritten. This makes the behavior of tumor mutation set very similar to CRISPR-edited codes. Therefore, although we did not test in this study, we believe the present algorithm is equally useful for tumor lineage tracing.
Further improvement
The speed of the software in this study (evaluated against the datasets used here) is faster than FastTree2 or NJ, PAUP*, PHYLIP mix but slower than scipy hierarchical clustering (Fig.Supp1) . However, current software is code in Python scripting language (vs. C in scipy hierarchical clustering method). Therefore, re-coding the algorithm in C/C++ should further improve the speed.
The software scales as O(n 2 c n u ) (n c : number of cells, n u : number of coding units) and would be slower than FastTree2 for large datasets, which FastTree2 is specically designed to address. We plan to address this in a future version of the software.
Materials and Methods

Error metrics
Error metrics used to evaluate reconstructed trees are as described in previous study [4] . It is a depth dependent expansion of the Robinson-Foulds metric [7] . Briey, for each depth of ground truth tree, the fraction of the nodes without a matching node in the reconstructed tree is regarded as the false negative error rate. Nodes are matched when the set of leaves under the nodes match. To calculate false positive error rate, ground truth tree and reconstructed tree are swapped.
Integration of multinomial distributions
Integration of multinomial distribution is done by iterative dynamic programming. It starts from a range that spans the highest probability point (i.e. mean point of the multinomial distribution) and repeatedly expand the region until substantial portion (>99%) of the probability density is covered or integrant (such as xx 34 < xx 24 ) is deemed to be zero after enough high probability region is covered. Since the number of variables involved in the calculation for even the simplest tree is large (e.g. 20 variables for tree of depth 2, Fig.3A right panel) , we created a program to automatically calculate dependencies between variables and associated rates for multinomial distribution. These programs are included in the eLineage software package.
Simulated datasets used for robustness evaluation
Two types of tree topologies are used. Short (25) and long (100) type1 (linear, asymmetric division, see [4] ) and small size (depth 8) type3 (exponential, symmetric division) are tried with varying number of independent trees (1,5 and 10) and edit outcomes (nL; 2 and 6, 2 only for depth 25 type1). Optimum editing rates and number of total units for simple encoding process described in [4] are used. Specically, for depth 25 tree, r = 1/25 = 0.04 and nU = 467, for depth 100 tree, r = 1/100 = 0.01 and nU = 1894, and for depth 8 tree, r = 1/8 = 0.125 and nU = 143. These rates and number of units guarantees there is at least one new edit 99.9% of the time up to the desired depth. The codes for leaf nodes are used for inputs to the reconstruction algorithms. To evaluate the eect of code dropouts, various portions (10,20,30,40,50%) of the codes are randomly replaced with a value representing missing value (oat NaN for eLineage).
Software packages evaluated
FastTree2 [5] , PHYLIP mix [8] , PAUP* NJ and UPGMA [9] , NJ in scikit-bio (http://scikit-bio.org), hierarchical clustering (linkage) in scipy (http://www.scipy.org) are evaluated. For details of the execution of each package see [4] . The missing values are encoded to adapt to each case (e.g. a missing value is represented as a gap, '-', for fasttree). The eLineage software package include a module which runs each of these programs with appropriate input/output conversions.
Program availability
The software library implementing the algorithm presented in the current study (eLineage) is available at BitBucket (https://bitbucket.org/kensugino/elineage/). This library also includes scripts to generate tree and simulate CRISPR code editing. It also includes the program used to integrate multinomial distributions described in Fig.3 and runner for other software packages evaluated. 
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